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For years we believed that STRDBG had been adequate for everyday debugging situations. With the introduction of WDSC/RDP/RDi we have been given the ability to extend our productivity in a feature-rich graphical environment.

In this session we will review every aspect of this new environment and explore how the days of green screen debugging have become a technology of the past.

What We'll Cover …

- Perspectives
- Review program we will debug
- The Debug Server
- Service Entry Points
- Calling a program from within RDi and debug configurations
- Debugging views
- Debugging another user’s program
- Wrap-up
Perspectives

• There are many available in RDi
• This session focuses on the debugging perspective
• To see all available perspectives click on Window>Open Perspective>Other
  - Or – Typing “Perspective” in Quick Access
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Program we will be debugging

- Start program
- Read a record from file CUSTMAST
- If %EOF, leave program loop and exit program
- Call encryption service program, return ciphertext
- Update CUSTMAST with encrypted data
- Read more records from file CUSTMAST

Program we will be debugging (cont.)

```
000100  call opt bndlr('UTILITIES' : 'QICLE') 0flxigrp('no') utigrp('QICLE')
000101  option('srcstmp : nodubbio) debug(input);
000102  *
000103  dcl-f custmast disk('ext') keyed usage('update');
000104  *
000105  dcl pr secretdata char(24);
000106  "m" char(24) value;
000107  "n" char(1) value;
000108  end-pr;
000109  *
000110  dcl-s cleardata char(24);
000111  dcl-s encryptdata char(24);
000112  dcl-s direction char(1);
000113  read custmast;
000114  don not Recov (custmast);
000115  *
000116  direction = 'E'; // Value of 'E' tells procedure to ENCRYPT
000117  cleardata = cc3rdatat encryptdata = secretdata(cleardata:direction);
000118  // Update file CUSTMAST with encrypted data
000119  encdata = encryptdata;
000120  update custmast;
000121  *
000122  read custmast;
000123  enddoo;
000124  *
000125  "inl" = "on;
```
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The Debug Server

- Listens on the IBM i for debugging instructions from RDi
- It needs to be active before any debugging can occur
  - You will receive a warning message if you try to debug a program and the server is not yet active.
    - Don’t panic! You can start it immediately directly from RDi.
  - Once the debug server is started it will work for everyone
- There is NOT one server PER USER – only one per system which will service every developer’s RDP debugging requests
  - I recommend putting command STRDBGSRVR in your startup program
Starting the Debug Server (3 different ways!)

- OR -

- OR -

The Debug Server in action

- Runs in subsystem QUSRWRK as jobs and programs QB5BROUTER and QB5SERVER
- Job will use the user ID that started the server
- The debug server will remain active until it is explicitly ended
- There will be an additional job for each program being debugged, serviced by program QRSEEXEC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opt</th>
<th>Subsystem/Job</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>CPU %</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>___</td>
<td>QUSRWRK</td>
<td>QSYS</td>
<td>SBS</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>DEQW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>___</td>
<td>OB5ROUTER</td>
<td>CGUARINO</td>
<td>BCH</td>
<td>.0</td>
<td>PGM-OB5ROUTER</td>
<td>SELW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>___</td>
<td>OB5SERVER</td>
<td>CGUARINO</td>
<td>BCI</td>
<td>.0</td>
<td>PGM-OB5SERVER</td>
<td>SELW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>___</td>
<td>QBATCH</td>
<td>QSYS</td>
<td>SBS</td>
<td>.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>DEQW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>___</td>
<td>QDFTJOBBD</td>
<td>CGUARINO</td>
<td>BCH</td>
<td>.0</td>
<td>PGM-QRSEEXEC</td>
<td>EVTW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Starting the Debugger

- There are three methods to prepare and launch the debugger:
  - Method 1: A program can be launched directly from RDi
    - With or without parameter prompting
  - Method 2: Setting a Service Entry Point
    - When the program is run anywhere using the specified parameters the debugger will be launched
  - Method 3: Debugging an active job
    - Can intercept an active job to identify and resolve issues
Setting a Service Entry Point from a source member

- Right click on any source member

Setting a Service Entry Point from a source member (cont.)

- You will have an opportunity to change any of these values
- This is a HUGE improvement over service jobs and STRSRVJOB
Setting a Service Entry Point from a source member (cont.)

- Once the SEP has been set you will receive this confirmation
- You will see your parameters in the SEP view in the RSE
Method 2: Calling and debugging a program directly from RDi

Calling and debugging with a prompt
Debug configurations

**Edit Configuration**

Edit configuration and launch.

**Details**
- **Name:** Your program (e.g., EXE)
- **When to Stop:** Options for stopping the program
- **Debugging:** Options for debugging
- **Connectors:** Options for connectors

**Programs to be debugged**
- **Library:** Programs to be debugged
- **Type:** Programs to be debugged

**Specify what and how to run**
- **CAN BE NAMED AND SAVED**
- **SPECIFY PROGRAM PARAMETERS**

**Update preferences**
- **Click on “How to Start” for additional parameters**

---

**Debug configurations (cont.)**

- **Click on “How to Start” for additional parameters**
Launching an existing configuration

- Very useful is you will debugging programs multiple times
- The configuration will remember all of your settings
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Submitting and debugging a job directly from RDi

- Debug as submits with your current session’s settings
  - This includes library list, updprod settings, etc.
- Debug (prompt) brings up a debug configuration

Introducing the DEBUG perspective

- “Wakes up” automatically when a program launched in debug mode or an active service entry point is encountered
- Green line is the current line of execution
- Boxes shows shortcuts, breakpoints and current line of execution pointer
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Introducing the DEBUG view

- This is the call stack and communication area between RDi and the IBM i
- Can be used to debug multiple jobs at the same time
  - Simply click on the job you want to debug
The DEBUG view

- When debugging multiple jobs at once keep the debug view open
  - Makes it easier to keep track of current job being debugged

Introducing the VARIABLES view

- All program variables are displayed and updated in real time
  - Each variable will change color when its value changes
  - This view is customizable using the drop-down menu
  - Right click to change view and add to monitors view
  - Values can be changed by simply over-typing
Green screen equivalent to variables view!

- Type the debug command EVAL %LOCALVARS to see all variables!

Introducing the MONITORS view

- You decide which variables will appear in this view
- Useful when watching a specific set of fields
- You can right click on a field to switch between character or hexadecimal view
Introducing the BREAKPOINTS view

- Breakpoints can be set at the source level or at runtime
- Breakpoints can be conditional or unconditional
- Can also be disabled so you don’t have to delete them
- Watch breakpoints are set at runtime – here we’re watching the variable named “direction”

Adding a breakpoint
Adding a watch breakpoint

Watching for changes in the field “direction”
Watching for changes in the field “direction” (cont.)

```
    // Value of 'E' tells procedure to ENCRYPT
    direction = 'E';
    // Update file CUSTMAST with encrypted data
    encdata = encryptedata;
    update custera;
    read custent;
```

Introducing the OUTLINE view
Introducing the PROGRAMS view

- Functionally similar to pressing F14 from DSPMODSRC screen

Field hovering

- Position the cursor over a field and its value appears.
- Much easier than typing “ev cleardata” or pressing F11!
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Debugging Another User’s Job

- Locate the active job, right click on it and select “Debug As > IBM i job”
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